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Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. All
performance assumes the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains, and represents returns of the Investor Class
shares. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance data quoted. Performance data current to the most recent month-end for Ariel Focus Fund may be obtained
by visiting our website, arielinvestments.com. For the period ended December 31, 2020 the average annual returns of
Ariel Focus Fund (investor class) for the 1-, 5-, and 10-year periods were +6.90%, +10.15%, and +8.30%, respectively.

Quarter Ended December 31, 2020
The S&P 500 and MSCI ACWI closed 2020 at all-time
highs—a stunning outcome, few would predict amidst a
global pandemic. Record levels of fiscal stimulus, ultra-low
interest rates and low-inflation collectively set the tempo to
an equity anthem. While growth trounced value on a full
year basis, a shift occurred in the fourth quarter. Value
bested growth, small cap issues outperformed their large
cap brethren and investors increased their appetite for risk,
favoring emerging markets over developed peers and U.S.
equities.

Leading global provider of consumer data and analytics Nielsen
Holdings PLC (NLSN) also rallied from its low in the prior
quarter. Shares traded sharply higher following an earnings
beat, the announcement of the sale of its Connect business and
a well-received investor day. NLSN plans on using the proceeds
of the sale to delever its balance sheet to provide greater
financial flexibility for the standalone Media business to execute
on its growth strategy. Management also addressed key
investor concerns around industry disruption, while setting
clear operating and financial targets to serve as progress
milestones. As fragmentation across the media industry
continues to increase, we believe audience measurement and
big data analytics from NLSN, an independent third party, will
play an indispensable role.

For the quarter, Ariel Focus Fund advanced +21.62%,
significantly ahead of both the Russell 1000 Value Index
and the S&P 500 Index’s returns of +16.25% and
+12.15%, respectively.

Additionally, leading entertainment company ViacomCBS Inc.
(VIAC) was a top contributor for the third consecutive quarter.
Shares benefitted from solid earnings results driven by a greater
number of streaming subscribers, top line growth across the
affiliate and publishing segments, as well as strong free cash
flow generation. The company also recently reported an
agreement to sell Simon & Schuster to Penguin Random House
in a deal valued at $2.175 billion. Looking ahead, VIAC is
planning on launching Paramount+ and an international
streaming video on demand service in early 2021. While we
recognize cord-cutting impacts fundamentals, we believe
premium video content is the most valuable part of the media
ecosystem. Based on our sum of the parts analysis, VIAC is
currently trading 17% below our estimate of private market
value. At today’s valuation, we continue to believe VIAC’s
risk/reward is skewed to the upside.

Several holdings in the portfolio advanced considerably
this quarter. After being a bottom contributor last quarter,
shares of Madison Square Garden Entertainment
Corporation (MSGE) reversed course and rebounded
sharply higher. Although MSGE’s venues remained closed
due to COVID-19 restrictions, investor sentiment has
softened as the vaccine rollout continues. Meanwhile,
MSGE implemented workforce reduction and cash
preservation plans while also raising debt to shore up its
capital position. In our view, the company has enough
liquidity to withstand the current cash burn until event
attendance normalizes, at which point, we think MSGE’s
venues are positioned to see a more rapid return to higher
usage than peers.
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By comparison, leading global defense contractor
Lockheed Martin Corporation (LMT) declined in the quarter
on weaker than expected sales guidance for 2021.
Nonetheless, we remain confident in LMT’s positioning as
they continue to secure a steady stream of lucrative
contracts and benefit from a sizeable backlog. Looking
ahead, management is focused on driving innovation,
underscored by the recently announced acquisition of
Aerojet Rocketdyne enabling vertical integration in
propulsion systems for space and missile defense. At
today’s valuation, LMT is currently trading at a 27%
discount to our estimate of private market value.
Leading supplier of solutions for combustion, hybrid and
electric vehicles BorgWarner, Inc. (BWA) also weighed on
performance in the quarter. We believe this price action
runs counter to the company’s improving business
fundamentals. BWA’s top and bottom line results were
solid, as industry production rates steadily increased
throughout the quarter and the company experienced
market outgrowth in China and North America.
Management also raised full year guidance. We believe
BWA’s scale, trusted brand, diverse customer base, global
presence and leading combustion technology continues to
provide the company with resilience in the face of
challenges. In our view, BWA is well positioned to grow
intrinsic value throughout the evolution in hybrid and
electric vehicle market, as the Delphi acquisition
strengthens BWA’s electric motor and driveline technology
offerings.
Lastly, global leader in money transfer services Western
Union Company (WU) weighed on relative returns in the
quarter, as global remittance volumes continue to shrink
amidst the pandemic, fueling low growth sentiment on
shares. Despite this backdrop, WU’s fundamentals
improved sequentially highlighting macroeconomic
resiliency, again led by strong digital growth. Looking
ahead, we believe the industry shift to digital transfers and
white label partnerships will be accretive to overall
profitability. At current trading levels, we believe WU is
well positioned from a risk/reward standpoint.
We took advantage of depressed valuations across the
banking space to initiate a position leading global financial
franchise Northern Trust Corp (NTRS). NTRS is a trusted
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name in private banking and wealth management, as well as a
leader in the asset servicing industry, with over 125 years of
history and 25 years of consecutive profits. The bank operations
in a favorable industry with a diversified product offering and
high barriers to entry, while the macro low interest rate
environment is pressuring net interest margin and net interest
income across the banking industry, NTRS has proven the
quality of its franchise and the value of its conservative,
operating approach.
We also initiated a position in the largest retail drugstore
operator in the U.S. Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA). We think
current valuations reflect an overly pessimistic outlook. WBA’s
nationwide footprint and optimal store locations are well
positioned to benefit from an aging population, increased
consumer decision making around value based healthcare and
escalating costs for prescription and non-prescription drugs.
Lastly, we successfully exited our position in bar code
manufacturer Zebra Technologies Corp (ZBRA) as the name
reached our estimate of private market value.
Although concerns over rising coronavirus infections have been
overshadowed by positive vaccine developments, the
widespread pain on Main Street, including pronounced
unemployment, battered small businesses, social unrest and
political dysfunction remain headwinds. We view such risks as
short-term discord within the context of our long-term
investment horizon. We retain a “glass half full” outlook and
believe the economy will continue to receive meaningful
support from a dovish Fed, easing restrictions and the promise
that vaccines will pave the way to a return to normalcy.
Meanwhile, we stand ready to take advantage of any pull
backs in the market on negative news. We strongly believe the
dedicated, contrarian, patient investor that stays the course and
consistently owns differentiated businesses with solid
competitive positioning and robust balance sheets will deliver
superior returns over the long-run.
Investing in equity stocks is risky and subject to the volatility of
the markets. Investing in small and mid cap companies is riskier
and more volatile than investing in large cap companies. The
intrinsic value of the stocks in which the Fund invests may
never be recognized by the broader market. Ariel Focus Fund is
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a non-diversified fund and therefore may be subject to
greater volatility than a more diversified investment.
For the year ended September 30, 2020, the Fund’s
Investor Class had an annual net expense ratio of 1.00%
and an annual gross expense ratio of 1.25%. For the year
ended September 30, 2019, the Fund’s Investor Class had
an annual net expense ratio of 1.00% and an annual gross
expense ratio of 1.23%. Effective February 1, 2014, Ariel
Investments, LLC, the Adviser, has contractually agreed to
waive fees or reimburse expenses (the "Expense Cap") in
order to limit Ariel Focus Fund's total annual operating
expenses to 1.00% of net assets for the Investor Class
through the end of the fiscal year ending September 30,
2022. The Expense Cap prior to February 1, 2014 was
1.25% for the Investor Class.
This commentary candidly discusses a number of individual
companies. These opinions are current as of the date of
this commentary but are subject to change. The
information provided in this commentary does not provide
information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an
investment decision and should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
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underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes
and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No
further distribution of Russell data is permitted without Russell’s
express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or
endorse the content of this communication. The S&P 500®
Index is the most widely accepted barometer of large cap U.S.
equities. It includes 500 leading companies.

Investors should consider carefully the investment objectives,
risks, and charges and expenses before investing. For a current
prospectus or summary prospectus which contains this and
other information about the funds offered by Ariel Investment
Trust, call us at 800-292-7435 or visit our website,
arielinvestments.com. Please read the prospectus or summary
prospectus carefully before investing. Distributed by Ariel
Distributors LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Ariel
Investments LLC. Ariel Distributors, LLC is a member of the
Securities Investor Protection Corporation.

As of 12/31/20, Madison Square Garden Entertainment
Corp constituted 6.3% of Ariel Focus Fund; Nielsen
Holdings Plc 4.8%; ViacomCBS Inc 5.7%; Lockheed Martin
Corporation 3.0%; BorgWarner Inc 4.0%; Western Union
Company 4.1%; Northern Trust Corp. 1.1% and Walgreens
Boots Alliance Inc 0.7%. Portfolio holdings are subject to
change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is
no indication of the performance of the other portfolio
holdings of Ariel Focus Fund.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other
earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell 1000® Value Index
measures the performance of the large-cap value segment
(companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower
expected growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. Frank
Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the
trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the
Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell
Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any
liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes or
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